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I. There is a common belief that Alcoholic drink taken in some form is healthful.

An English physician says:- "Time and again I have been assailed even in tee-total households, by pressing entreaties as to whether I did not think some 'nourishing stout' some 'blood-making claret' or 'port-wine' or 'sherry' with an egg beat up in it' or 'good sound whiskey' or 'brandy' would 'stimulate' and 'strengthen' the weak sufferer."

This able practitioner cries out with indignation: "Nourish! stimulate! strengthen!! What utter humbug! Alcohol does not nourish but pulls down; does not stimulate but depresses; does not strengthen but excites and exhausts. Alcohol is the pathological fraud of frauds, degenerating while it claims to be re-constrcucting; enfeebling while it appears to be invigorating; destroying vitality while it professes to infuse new life!!"
( A ) That Alcoholic drink in some form is good for well people, is believed so generally, that the teacher who tells the truth about it, is deemed a FANATIC, and EXTREMIST.

( B ) ILLUSTRATE.

A clergyman.

A Christian physician.
there is a picture of a clock on the wall.

university, start the lesson

enough for it to become a

EXPERIMENTAL

A Gallery

A Curren
Our English physician says further with emphasis:— "Wherever there is alcohol there is poison—a poison which exerts its poisoning, paralysing, narcotizing influence in exact proportion to the quantity consumed, and the capacity of the consumer to resist the action of the poison."

(A) Adults.

(B) Children and youth.

(C) Heredity.

ILLUSTRATE:

Gen'l. F. two boys.

Professor B. and Z.

S—k.

L——e.

H——ks.
(III) PREVENTION. The good and true proverb: "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure", must not be lost sight of.

(A) Instruction in the family.

(B) Instruction in the schools.

(C) Instruction in the churches.

(D) Instruction in all benevolent societies.

(E) Instruction in all business associations.

(F) Instruction in Congress & Legislature.

*************************************************************************
The hour and time thereof:  

II)  PRECAUTION:  

Source of information: the bank of holiday. 

Now go back next of:  

Insurance in the family:  

Insurance in the school:  

Insurance in the office:  

Insurance in the penultimate year: 

Insurance in the prime minister:  

Insurance in Government & Registration.
( IV ) RESCUE-WORK.

(A) Brotherly effort.
The N. H. man. ------Price. -----Williams, &c., &c.

(B) The saloon keeper.
Washington Cap ---- & Park.

Governor's Island, N.Y.,
August 1st 1894.

Major General, U. S. Army.